Day 1
Arrival to accommodation.
Swimming in the pool or the sea (if the weather allows it).
Day 2
Touring in the historical city of Messolonghi, the only sacred city in Greece.
- In the Afternoon cycling to Tourlida. A beautiful settlement
of “peladas” (traditional fishermen huts) in the lagoon. A
magnificent cycling route of 5 km. “Peladas”, boats and the
golden waters of the lagoon lead to a magical sunset.
Dinner in the lagoon on a “pelada” in the Divari (traditional
fish farm) with fishes from the lagoon that were fished by that time.
A truly unique experience.
Day 3
Morning cycling till the Birdwatching observatory on
the east coast of Messolonghi lagoon. .
- Birdwatching accompanied by an expert
ornithologist.
- Boarding in the kayak for touring around the islets
& the traditional fish farms (Divari) of the lagoon
(Tourlida, Ai Sostis, Comma, Schinias,
Prochopanistos, Panagia & Tholi. A magical route between the islets, the seabirds &
the beauties of the nature. A unique route with intense environmental & photographic
interest.
- In the middle of the route we will have a break for swimming (if the weather allows
it) combine it with snorkeling. The break also includes a pick nick with fish-meze &
ouzo prepared by the fishermen in the Divari (traditional fish farm) of Tholi.
Day 4
-Tour in the ancient city of Oiniades. Tour in the ancient
monuments, the ancient theater & the ancient shipyard.
- We will pay a visit in a packing unit of Organic Olives
where we will be able to get local organic products
(olives, olive oil, wine, cheese, marmalade etc.)
- Swimming in the unique beach of Louros (if weather
allows it) or an enjoyable route in Acheloos River.
-A pick nick will follow in the beach with fish-meze & organic products.
-The afternoon is free.

Day 5
- Tour in the ancients cities of Pleurona &
Kalydona, tour in the ancient monuments & the
ancient theater.
- Fishing with traditional boat & training to
traditional ways of fishing of the region & of
course swimming (if the weather allows it).
- Evening cooking lesson for the making of
traditional food & fish-meze. It will follow dinner with B.B.Q & Greek music in the
garden of the lodging.
Day 6
A visit in the unique beauty port & the town of Nafpaktos.
Departure.
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Season Α: July & August
Season Β: March, April, May, June, September until December

In the price (Ι) are included => Five overnights in a family bungalow in one of the
below units, breakfast with organic products, two dinners, the fish-meze & the
organic products for the pick nick, bikes & cycling equipment, Fish boats, Sea Kayak
with the proper equipment & the guides, the fishing & the birdwatching, binoculars
for the bird watching, mask, snorkel, flippers, Civil liability insurance, plus taxes.
In the price (ΙΙ) are included =>All the above, all the transportations (Pickup from
airport, daily transportations according the program, transportation to airport)
Accommodation Units: 1) Socrates Organic Village-Wild Olive
2) Evinos Garden
3) Socrates Organic Village-Kryoneri

www.socratesorganicvillage.gr

www.evinos-garden.gr

www.organic-village.gr

Implementation period: All time of the year
Price: 257 – 447 € / person (according all above)
Minimum participation:
6 person (In case of smaller number of participation,
please contact us for the prices)
Conditions of participation: Basic knowledge of swimming
You must have with you => swimsuit, hat, towel, sunglasses, sunscreen, waterproof
shoes and camera (optional)

